Closet Audit Guide
that won't involve you breaking down in
an emotional puddle on your bedroom
floor

A changing season is one of those signs from nature that it might be time to
take stock and refresh what's in your closet.
This type of audit is more about making pragmatic assessments vs. emotional
ones. It's a mindful process which can help develop more conscious
consumption habits as you continue to build your slow fashion wardrobe.
We'll dive beyond "do I really need this" or "sparking joy", because if you've ever
asked yourself these questions while staring at a jar of Nutella, chances are your
emotions come up with a billion justifications for the wrong answer. I only know
this because I have faced down many a jar of Nutella (and failed!) and have
kept/purchased many a garment when it had no business being in my closet.

Steps For Your Closet Audit
Prepare Yourself
1 - Schedule a block of approximately 4 hours for yourself and make sure there
won’t be any interruptions.
Grab your favourite notebook, your phone, tablet - anything that is easy to write
in and reference as you get ready for your day. Also make sure you have access
to the internet and a device handy.
Put on some of your favourite tunes, light a nice candle, whatever makes you
happy and relaxed.
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Take a Minute to Assess
Ask yourself the following questions and either jot down the answers or simply
keep them in mind as you proceed to the next step:
- Has my lifestyle changed?
- What are the three core activities that I do on a daily basis and is my wardrobe
a reflection of these activities?
- Have my work wardrobe requirements changed?
- Has my personal style changed, or do I want to start taking it in a different
direction?
- Do I have any wardrobe goals? (ie; capsule closets, sticking to a certain palette,
ignoring “style rules”)
Dive In
With the above intentions in your mind, go through each item in your wardrobe
only trying on the items that you haven’t worn in a while or that you’re not sure
of. Trust your gut if you get an immediate "no" or "yes I love" reaction. Still
unsure? Go through this next list of prompts to tease out the right answer.

1 - Does this item serve any of my three core lifestyle activities and if so,
can I create at least 2-3 outfits with what I already have using this item?
(doing this repeatedly with each item will also help you identify gaps keep your shopping list handy!)
2 - Can I wear this for work or whatever my core activity is?
3 - Does it suit my personal style (or my new direction for personal style,
be it a palette or aesthetic)?
4 - Does it fit with my wardrobe goals or is it redundant/serves no
purpose/identical to several other pieces?
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5 - Does it fit me well?
6 - Is it an investment piece that I am willing to have altered so it serves a
current purpose?
Keep it Clean
As you go through your pieces with these questioins, fold and hang all of your
keeper items as you go. For discarded garments, create a "donate",
"repurpose", "alter", and "consign" pile.
ReAssess
Finish off by giving your closet a once over, taking careful note of the following:
- How many garments actually serve your top three lifestyle activities?
- Where are there gaps in your closet? Basics? Clothes for work? For play? *Add
any missing items to your shopping list
- What silhouettes, colours and fabrics do you prefer and feel best in?
- What style of clothes do you gravitate to most often? Flirty? Glam? Vintage?
Edgy?
Take note of your preferences and write them down in the same place as your
shopping list.

There you have it! Hopefully over time, you feel more comfortable taking a
mindful approach to what you'll be adding to your closet next. I think it's
important to remember that these audits don't represent a new clean slate
every time. Each time you do one will be a learning experience since our style is
always changing.
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